
Five women are eating their favorite chocolate bars. Can you �gure out who is eating what?

Shirt: green, orange, purple, red, yellow

Name: Jennifer, Lauren, Margaret, Samantha, Vanessa

Kind: gianduja, milk, ruby, vegan, white

Weight: 200 g, 250 g, 350 g, 400 g, 500 g

Brand: Germany, Italy, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United

States

The person wearing the Yellow shirt is in the middle

position.

The person wearing the Green shirt is right next to the

one eating the chocolate from Italy.

The 350g chocolate bar is of Gianduja variety.

The person eating the chocolate from Germany is at

one of the ends.

The woman in the Yellow shirt is eating White

chocolate.

The woman eating the Chocolate from Italy is next to

the one with the 500g chocolate bar.

The woman in Purple is immediately to the left of the

person with chocolate from the United Kingdom.

The woman eating the Ruby chocolate is right after the

person eating the chocolate from the United States.

The Milk chocolate is being eaten by the woman next

to the one with the 350g bar.

The person eating the Vegan chocolate is immediately

to the left of the person eating the chocolate from

Switzerland.

Jennifer is seated immediately to the left of the woman

in Red.

The 250g chocolate bar is Ruby in �avor.

Samantha is somewhere between the woman eating

the Ruby chocolate and Vanessa, in that order.

The woman wearing the Purple shirt is somewhere

between Lauren and the woman in the Green shirt, in

that order.

Lauren is among the women on one of the ends.

The woman in Yellow shirt is eating a 400g bar of

chocolate.
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Five women are eating their favorite chocolate bars. Can you �gure out who is eating what?

Shirt: green, orange, purple, red, yellow

Name: Jennifer, Lauren, Margaret, Samantha, Vanessa

Kind: gianduja, milk, ruby, vegan, white

Weight: 200 g, 250 g, 350 g, 400 g, 500 g

Brand: Germany, Italy, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United

States

The person wearing the Yellow shirt is in the middle

position.

The person wearing the Green shirt is right next to the

one eating the chocolate from Italy.

The 350g chocolate bar is of Gianduja variety.

The person eating the chocolate from Germany is at

one of the ends.

The woman in the Yellow shirt is eating White

chocolate.

The woman eating the Chocolate from Italy is next to

the one with the 500g chocolate bar.

The woman in Purple is immediately to the left of the

person with chocolate from the United Kingdom.

The woman eating the Ruby chocolate is right after the

person eating the chocolate from the United States.

The Milk chocolate is being eaten by the woman next

to the one with the 350g bar.

The person eating the Vegan chocolate is immediately

to the left of the person eating the chocolate from

Switzerland.

Jennifer is seated immediately to the left of the woman

in Red.

The 250g chocolate bar is Ruby in �avor.

Samantha is somewhere between the woman eating

the Ruby chocolate and Vanessa, in that order.

The woman wearing the Purple shirt is somewhere

between Lauren and the woman in the Green shirt, in

that order.

Lauren is among the women on one of the ends.

The woman in Yellow shirt is eating a 400g bar of

chocolate.
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Shirt orange purp�� ye��ow ��d gr��n

Name Lau��n Marga��t Jennifer Samantha Va��ssa

Kind vegan ruby whi�� gianduja m��k

Weight 200 g 250 g 400 g 350 g 500 g

Brand Uni��d Sta��s Switze��and Uni��d Kingdom It��y Germany
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